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A B S T R A C T

Face emotion imaging paradigms are widely used in both healthy and psychiatric populations. Here, in children
and adolescents, we evaluate the test-retest reliability of blood oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) activation
and task-based functional connectivity on a widely used implicit face emotion processing task (i.e., gender
labeling). Twenty-five healthy youth (M age=13.97 year s; 60% female) completed two functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) scan sessions approximately two months apart. Participants identified the gender of
faces displaying angry, fearful, happy, and neutral emotions. A Bayesian adaptation of the intraclass correlation
(ICC) assessed reliability of evoked BOLD activation and amygdala seed-based functional connectivity on task
events vs. baseline as well as contrasts between face emotions. For each face emotion vs. baseline, good relia-
bility of activation was demonstrated across key emotion processing regions including middle, medial, and
inferior frontal gyri. However, contrasts between face emotions yielded variable results. Contrasts of angry to
neutral or happy faces exhibited good reliability of amygdala connectivity to prefrontal regions. Contrasts of
fearful to happy faces exhibited good reliability of activation in the anterior cingulate. Findings inform the
reproducibility literature and emphasize the need for continued evaluation of task reliability.

1. Introduction

A growing body of work examines the test-retest reliability of
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) measures (reviewed in
Bennett and Miller, 2010). This critical research area addresses efforts
to improve the reproducibility of findings in biomedical research gen-
erally (e.g., Collins and Tabak, 2014). The current study assesses the
reliability of activity and amygdala task-based functional connectivity
in healthy youth for a commonly-used implicit face emotion processing
paradigm.

Facial displays of emotion are among the most common stimuli used
to study emotion processing across healthy and psychiatric populations.
One of the most frequently employed face emotion paradigms probes
implicit processing by focusing participants’ attention on a non-emo-
tional feature of the face, such as gender. This task robustly activates
the amygdala and various regions in the prefrontal cortex (PFC; e.g.,

Nord et al., 2017; Stoddard et al., 2017) central to emotion processing
(e.g., Etkin et al., 2011; Kober et al., 2008). Findings broadly inform
understanding of various psychiatric conditions in youth and adults
(Fonville et al., 2014; Hassel et al., 2009; Kalmar et al., 2009; Kim et al.,
2012; Lawrence et al., 2004; Rosenfeld et al., 2014; Shah et al., 2008;
Surguladze et al., 2005, 2010; Thomas et al., 2013). Most recently,
work employing this paradigm has shown that youth with clinical levels
of chronic irritability and anxiety exhibit perturbations in fronto-
amygdala connectivity to intensely angry faces (Stoddard et al., 2017).
These and related findings from such implicit face viewing tasks vitally
inform neuroscience research on multiple pediatric psychiatric pheno-
types.

However, robust activation in task contrasts when averaging across
individuals is distinct from reliably evoked BOLD activation at the level
of the individual (Nord et al., 2017). Hence, the reliability of one in-
dividual’s level of activation or connectivity cannot be inferred from
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group level activation at a single point in time. Compared to adults,
very little is known about reliability of task-based fMRI measures in
youth. Investigating reliability in youth is particularly important given
the reliance of large-scale longitudinal developmental work on task-
based fMRI (e.g., ABCD). In addition, there are specific concerns about
in-scanner motion in children; reliability estimates derived from adult
work may not hold for developmental populations.

Recent imaging studies quantifying the consistency of individual
rankings over time rely on the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)
(Caceres et al., 2009; Shrout and Fleiss, 1979). Several studies use this
measure to evaluate task-evoked measures of the blood oxygenation-
level dependent (BOLD) signal (e.g., Bennett and Miller, 2010), and one
study reports stability of functional connectivity (White et al. 2016). A
few such investigations rely on face processing paradigms, including
tasks requiring face matching (e.g., Nord et al., 2017; Sauder et al.,
2013; Plichta et al., 2012), labeling (Nord et al., 2017), attention or-
ienting (i.e., dot-probe; Britton et al., 2013; White et al., 2016), and
passive viewing (e.g., Johnstone et al., 2005). Only three studies have
examined reliability in pediatric samples. These studies reported di-
vergent estimates for both frontal and amygdala activation, ranging
from “fair” to “good” in frontal activation and “poor” to “good” in
amygdala activation across studies (Britton et al., 2013; van den Bulk
et al., 2013; White et al., 2016). Adult studies largely reported “mod-
erate” to “good” estimates for activation in PFC regions when face
emotions were compared to an implicit baseline. However, similar to
the pediatric work, reliability estimates were highly variable (Bunford
et al., 2017; Johnstone et al., 2005; Manuck et al., 2007; Plichta et al.,
2012; Sauder et al., 2013).

Most previous work has only examined reliability of regional BOLD
activation, yet task-based functional connectivity is an increasing focus
of research on psychopathology and development. Psychophysiological
interaction (PPI) analyses is a method for the investigation of task-re-
lated changes in the relationship between activation in a region of in-
terest and other brain areas. Only one study to date has investigated
both neural activation and task-based functional connectivity on a fMRI
paradigm relevant to psychopathology research. The authors reported
consistently higher reliability estimates for fronto-amygdala con-
nectivity than for regional PFC activation in a pediatric sample in an
attention orienting task with face emotions (White et al., 2016). Fronto-
amygdala circuitry is pertinent to both normative and aberrant emotion
processing and regulation during the developmental period of late
childhood and adolescence (e.g., Gee et al., 2013; Stoddard et al.,
2017). Thus, these first data on reliability of connectivity in this circuit
are encouraging, but require extension to other widely used face
emotion paradigms.

1.1. The current study

We evaluated the test-retest reliability of neural activation and
functional connectivity on an implicit face emotion processing para-
digm in children and adolescents. Participants identified the gender of
faces displaying three emotions (angry, fearful and happy) at three
intensities of expression (50%, 100% and 150%), interspersed with
affectively neutral faces. We derived reliability estimates across two
MRI sessions using a Bayesian method of the ICC. Reliability was as-
sessed for an a priori series of eight analytic contrasts, based on their
prevalence in the literature. Specifically, we focused on the more
widely applicable aspect of the paradigm, the emotion contrasts. First,
we examined the reliability of activation for each emotion (i.e., happy,
angry, fearful) as compared to implicit baseline (i.e., fixation). Second,
we examined the reliability of specific contrasts between emotions for
both activation and functional connectivity: each emotion (i.e., happy,
angry, fearful) relative to neutral, and each negatively valenced emo-
tion (i.e., angry, fearful) relative to the one positive emotion (i.e.,
happy). Based on prior studies, we expected contrasts of each emotion
to baseline to show higher reliability than contrasts between emotions.

Given previous work by White et al. (2016), we expected higher re-
liability estimates for fronto-amygdala connectivity than activation.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Participants were 25 healthy children and adolescents (M
age= 13.97 year s, SD = 2.22, range=10.04–17.51; 60% female; M
Tanner Stage= 3.9, SD=0.93 [n=18]). Five additional participants
were enrolled in the study but were excluded due to poor behavioral
performance (n=1), technical difficulties during scanning (n=1), or
excess motion (n=3). All participants completed a structured clinical
interview (K-SADS-PL; Kaufman et al., 1997) confirming that they had
no current or lifetime DSM-IV mental disorders. All participants had an
IQ > 70 as assessed using the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of In-
telligence (WASI; Wechsler, 1999). Signed parental consent and youth
assent were obtained prior to participation. The study protocol was
approved by the National Institute of Mental Health Institutional Re-
view Board.

2.2. Task

Participants completed two MRI scanning sessions approximately
two-and-a-half months apart (M=75.12 days, SD=15.12, range: 47-
109). During each functional MRI scan, participants labeled the gender
(male, female) of each of 10 actors' faces portraying angry, fearful,
happy and neutral expressions (Ekman and Friesen, 1976). Each face
emotion (happy, angry, fearful) was presented at three intensities of
expression (50%, 100%, 150%) across trials. Face emotion stimuli were
presented in randomized order for 2000ms (ms), followed by a jittered
fixation (M =1400ms; range=500–6000, see Fig. 1). Trials were
presented in three blocks, including a total of 30 trials of each face
emotion at each intensity and 90 neutral trials. The task was adminis-
tered in E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools, USA). The task perfor-
mance criterion was> 65% gender identification across all face stimuli
(Stoddard et al., 2017).

2.3. fMRI data acquisition

Magnetic resonance images were acquired on a General Electric 3 T

Fig. 1. (A) Example stimuli. Faces were drawn from the Ekman and Friesen
(1976) standardized face set. (B) Example trial sequence. Stimuli were pre-
sented for 2000ms, followed by a jittered fixation.
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scanner (Waukesha, WI, USA) with a 32-channel head coil. BOLD signal
was measured by echoplanar imaging at a voxel resolution of
2.5× 2.5×3.0mm (flip angle= 50°, repetition time = 2300ms, echo
time =25ms, field of view=240mm). Total acquisition time was
21minute s; trials were split across three runs with 182 volumes per
run.

For the purpose of co-registration and normalization, T1-weighted
magnetization-prepared 180° radio-frequency pulses and rapid gra-
dient-echo (MPRAGE) images were collected (flip angle= 7 °,
minimum full echo time, inversion time = 425ms, acquisition voxel
size= 1mm isotropic).

2.4. fMRI data processing

fMRI data were pre-processed using Freesurfer (Ségonne et al.,
2004) and Analysis of Functional Neuroimages (AFNI; Cox, 1996)
standard software. MPRAGE images were skull stripped with Free-
surfer. Pre-processing included slice-timing correction, alignment and
non-linear registration to a Talaraich template, spatial smoothing (5-
mm full-width half-maximum kernel) and scaling each voxel to a run
mean of 100. Individual TRs and the immediately preceding volume
were censored if: (1) the motion shift, defined as Euclidean norm of the
derivative of the translation and rotation parameters, exceeded 1mm
between TRs; and (2) more than 10% of voxels were outliers. Partici-
pants were excluded if the average motion per TR after censoring
was>0.25mm or if more than 15% of TRs were censored for motion/
outliers. An average of 3.3% (SD=3.2%) of TRs were censored at T1,
and 2.9% (SD=3.2%) at T2.

2.5. Statistical analyses

Analyses used AFNI version 16.2.16 and RStudio version 3.4.

2.5.1. BOLD activation
A general linear model (GLM) was created for each participant at

each time point. Only trials with accurate gender identification were
included for effects of interest, but incorrect trials were also modelled.
Separate regressors were created for each of 13 event types (i.e., each
face emotion at each intensity, neutral trials represented by three re-
gressors of 30 trials each, and an additional regressor coding incorrect
trials). Additional regressors included six head motion parameters and
baseline drift using third order Legendre polynomials. Individual level
contrasts were then submitted to the intraclass correlation (ICC) ana-
lyses.

2.5.2. Functional connectivity
Functional connectivity was analyzed using generalized psycho-

physiological interaction (gPPI) methods (McLaren et al., 2012). The
right and left amygdala were used as seed regions, defined anatomically
using the Talaraich atlas and using only voxels within which 90% or
more of all participants had data for both sessions. Separate GLMs were
created for each seed region.

PPI regressors were created as the product of the detrended and
demeaned seed regressor and the psychophysiological event. The ad-
ditional 13 PPI regressors and the seed’s mean time series were then
added to the individual level GLMs, identical to the GLMs used to es-
timate neural activation with motion and drift parameters, and in-
cluding identical general linear tests for ICC contrasts of interest.

2.5.3. Test-retest reliability analyses
A Bayesian intraclass correlation (ICC) approach (Chen et al., 2018)

was used to compute voxel-wise ICCs of BOLD activation and amygdala
seed-based functional connectivity across the two sessions. We used the
Bayesian ICC approach as it has been demonstrated to address potential
issues in traditional ICC estimates (e.g., negative ICC values, missing
data, confounding effects). ICCs with absolute agreement (ICC (2,1);

Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) were modeled with Gamma priors for the
random variables of ‘subject’ and ‘visit’ in a Linear Mixed-Effects model
(3dLME; Chen et al., 2013). We used the absolute ICC (2,1) model as it
reflects reliability based on absolute agreement, which applies a more
stringent criterion than does a consistency model. Further, the only
other paper to examine reliability of neural activation and functional
connectivity in a pediatric sample (White et al., 2016) utilized the ab-
solute ICC, which makes our findings more directly comparable to that
previous study. We submitted the individual level contrasts from the
BOLD and PPI GLMs to the ICC analyses.

We investigated three sets of contrasts. First, we examined the re-
liability evoked for each emotion, averaged across intensity, compared
to baseline fixation. Next, we examined the reliability of contrasts be-
tween each emotion, averaged across intensity, and neutral faces. Last,
we assessed the reliability of contrasts between positive emotion and
each negative emotion (i.e., happy vs. angry, happy vs. fearful), aver-
aged across intensity.

The ICC threshold was set to 0.50, corresponding to an uncorrected
p < .005 threshold with 24 degrees of freedom (Bartko, 1966). As most
previous research on face emotion processing focuses on frontal regions
and fronto-limbic connectivity, ICC analyses were performed across a
prefrontal cortex (PFC) gray matter mask i.e., 18,689 voxels, including
only voxels for which 90% or more of participants had data. Masked
results were thresholded at voxel-wise p< .005 with an overall family-
wise error rate of α < .05, yielding k=42 contiguous voxels (calcu-
lated via AFNI’s 3dClustSim; Monte-Carlo cluster size simulation with a
Gaussian plus exponential spatial autocorrelation function to estimate
smoothness; a= 0.54, b= 3.99, c= 10.86mm FWHM derived from
the data collected in this study) (see Cox et al., 2017).

For statistically significant clusters, AFNI’s 3dROIstat was used to
extract mean activity and connectivity during Session 1 and Session 2.
Individual participant mean beta or PPI values considered outliers [i.e.,
greater than 3.29 SDs (99% CI)] were identified in each extracted
cluster and excluded. Only those clusters that remained significant after
the removal of outliers are presented. Clusters are reported with size
(k), peak ICC value, and coordinates in Talaraich space.

We additionally conducted post-hoc region-of-interest (ROI) relia-
bility analyses on amygdala activation across the same eight contrasts.
We extracted activation for each session from the right and left amyg-
dala based on the anatomically defined amygdala mask used as a seed
in the PPI analyses. ICC values across ROIs for each contrast were
calculated using R and the package blme (Chung et al., 2013). Addi-
tional analyses controlling for age and interval between sessions are in
the Supplementary Material.

3. Results

3.1. Reliability of BOLD activation

Full results for areas with reliable neural activation are presented in
Table 1. Our first analysis examined each face emotion (happy, angry,
fearful) versus baseline. This revealed good reliability estimates for
activation across many regions of the PFC, including the middle, in-
ferior and medial frontal gyri (see Fig. 2 for example clusters across
baseline contrasts). However, our second analysis examined contrasts of
each face emotion versus neutral faces, and did not detect areas of
stable neural activation. Our third set of analyses examined negative
versus positive emotions, and this analysis found one contrast with one
cluster passing our threshold for stable activation. Specifically, the
contrast of happy versus fearful faces yielded a stable cluster in the
right anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; see Fig. 3).

Within an amygdala ROI, we quantified reliability of activation
across these same task contrasts. Overall, reliability was poor, ranging
from 0.10 (angry vs. neutral) to 0.36 (fearful vs. happy) in the right
amygdala, and 0.15 (angry vs. neutral) to 0.38 (fearful vs. happy) in the
left amygdala. Full results for all eight contrasts for each ROI are in the
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Supplementary material.

3.2. Reliability of functional connectivity

Full results for the reliability of fronto-amygdala connectivity are
presented in Table 2. Our first analysis examined differences in amyg-
dala connectivity evoked by individual face emotions versus neutral
faces. This revealed two significant clusters. Specifically, the contrast of
angry versus neutral faces yielded stable changes in connectivity be-
tween the left amygdala and left middle frontal gyrus. The comparisons
of negative versus positive emotions also revealed several significant
clusters. Specifically, the contrast of happy versus angry faces yielded
clusters reflecting stable changes in connectivity between the left
amygdala and multiple frontal regions (see Fig. 4). No clusters were
significant for connectivity of the right amygdala to any PFC regions.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate the reliability of task-based
activation and connectivity on an implicit face emotion paradigm in
children and adolescents. Recent adult work (Nord et al., 2017) has

found reliability of task-evoked BOLD response on common face emo-
tion processing paradigms to be surprisingly poor for areas considered
candidate biomarkers in psychopathology research. The reliability of
fMRI measures determines whether they can be helpful in identifying
neural substrates of normative emotion processing and potential bio-
markers of psychopathology. Reliability provides critical information
for adequate power estimation needed to promote reproducibility. A
limited number of prior studies have investigated reliability of both
activation and connectivity during face emotion processing, and only
one has done so in a pediatric sample (White et al., 2016).

As predicted, good reliability of activation emerged across many
regions when contrasting each face emotion to baseline. These findings
were largely consistent across angry, fearful, and happy stimuli, sug-
gesting that neural activity during implicit face emotion processing is
broadly reliable relative to baseline. However, contrasts between neu-
tral faces and face emotions yielded generally poor reliability. In fact,
on contrasts of specific emotions with neutral faces, only measures of
connectivity generated any results passing our threshold for meaningful
reliability.

Both angry and fearful face emotions have been used to study threat
processing. Whereas angry faces represent a direct social threat, fearful

Table 1
Summary of reliability estimates for BOLD activation.

Task condition Peak Talaraich Coordinates Cluster size k ICC peak value Peak TLRC Location

x y z

Angry vs. BL 31 11 26 126 0.78 R Middle Frontal Gyrus
54 26 21 50 0.64 R Inferior Frontal Gyrus

Fearful vs. BL −51 26 24 302 0.77 L Inferior Frontal Gyrus
34 11 26 248 0.87 R Middle Frontal Gyrus
−29 11 56 66 0.73 L Middle Frontal Gyrus

Happy vs. BL 36 11 26 100 0.70 R Middle Frontal Gyrus
1 49 1 58 0.66 R Medial Frontal Gyrus
29 44 36 44 0.63 R Superior Frontal Gyrus
−59 6 29 43 0.69 L Inferior Frontal Gyrus

Angry vs. Neutral – – – – – –
Fearful vs. Neutral – – – – – –
Happy vs. Neutral – – – – – –
Angry vs. Happy – – – – – –
Fearful vs. Happy 4 39 6 139 0.74 R Anterior Cingulate

Note: BL, Baseline; R, right; L, left.

Fig. 2. Example clusters derived from comparing each emotion (angry, fearful, happy) to baseline. Right middle frontal gyrus exhibited reliable activation across all
three contrasts. Graphs below each image plot BOLD (% signal change) values at each session from the associated activation cluster. Images show the following
contrasts: (A) angry [k=126 voxels], (B) fearful [k=248 voxels], and (C) happy faces [k=100 voxels] compared to baseline.
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faces are thought to signal threat indirectly (i.e., presence of a threat in
the environment) (Whalen et al., 2001). Neither stimulus produced
significantly reliable activations relative to neutral face emotion,
though other contrasts did reveal significant results. Specifically, acti-
vation in the ACC was reliable for the contrasts of fearful versus happy
stimuli. Moreover, angry faces evoked reliable differences in con-
nectivity. Specifically, differences in amygdala connectivity with var-
ious PFC regions were reliable for the contrast of angry versus happy or
neutral stimuli. Such findings for connectivity estimates with angry
faces generally replicate the pattern in a previous reliability study using
a different task (White et al., 2016). This is a notable exception to the
general pattern of poor reliability both in this study and other studies
for emotion-specific contrasts.

These results highlight the importance of studying both activation
and connectivity in relation to social threat processing. It is currently
unclear why a larger number of reliable effects were found for con-
nectivity than activation (see also White et al., 2016). Future research
should continue to investigate reliability of both fMRI measures, which
will demonstrate whether this pattern of findings for connectivity

versus activation replicates. Following replication, examination of the
reasons for this consistent pattern would be highly informative.

We did not find reliable activation in the contrasts of each emotion
to canonically neutral faces. Past work demonstrates that such faces are
not necessarily perceived as “neutral” (e.g., Brotman et al., 2009;
Marusak et al., 2017), with factors such as state anxiety linking to
variability in activation to neutral faces (Somerville et al., 2004). Pre-
vious work has discouraged the use of neutral faces as baseline condi-
tions. Some suggest that neutral faces represent particularly poor
baseline stimuli in youth (see Marusak et al., 2017; Thomas et al.,
2007), the age targeted in our study. Variability and context de-
pendency in perceiving the neutral face emotion stimuli may also
contribute to poor reliability. Our data raise further questions about
suitable baseline conditions for studies of face emotion processing.

Additional ICC analyses of the amygdala indicated low overall re-
liability of activation across task conditions. The highest ICC values,
0.36–0.38 bilaterally, were found in the contrast of fearful versus happy
stimuli. Previous studies of the reliability of amygdala activation have
yielded mixed results; one study reported good estimates (Britton et al.,
2013), whereas two other studies reported poor temporal stability of
amygdala activation (i.e., ICCs < .4, e.g., van den Bulk et al., 2013;
White et al., 2016; Nord et al., 2017). Task design (e.g., number of
repetitions, number of face emotions) and preprocessing strategies
likely play a role in these variable estimates. The preprocessing used in
the current paper is based on common standards such that the results
may be relevant to a large portion of the field using this paradigm.

4.1. Strengths and limitations

This study has several strengths. It represents one of a few efforts to
examine test-retest reliability in an fMRI paradigm on emotion pro-
cessing, especially in youth. It is only the second study in the literature
to examine reliability of both activation and task-based connectivity.
Examining reliability of this widely used implicit emotion processing
paradigm is critical, as the paradigm figures prominently in the field’s
ongoing search for biomarkers of psychopathology.

The results of this study also should be interpreted with caution in
light of several limitations. First, although the sample size is compar-
able to that in many pediatric neuroimaging studies, it is not large. This
increases sensitivity to individual outliers and generates imprecise es-
timates for reliabilities lying above chance but falling in the low-to-
moderate range. Additionally, small sample sizes in combination with
poor reliability limit the study’s power to assess associations between
brain function and inter-individual differences such as age. Additional
analyses controlling for age (see Supplementary material) showed that
the overall pattern of results held when controlling for age. However,
given that this paradigm is often used in developmental research (e.g.,

Fig. 3. Reliable activation in the ACC [k=139] in the fearful versus happy
contrast. Graph below the image plots BOLD (% signal change) values at each
session from the associated activation cluster.

Table 2
Summary of reliability estimates for reliability of fronto-amygdala connectivity.

Functional connectivity Peak Talaraich Coordinates Cluster size k ICC peak value Peak TLRC Location

x y z

Left Amygdala Seed
Angry vs. Neutral −39 11 41 99 .70 L Middle Frontal Gyrus

−41 39 −6 64 .76 L Middle Frontal Gyrus
Fearful vs. Neutral – – – – – –
Happy vs. Neutral – – – – – –
Angry vs. Happy −44 19 29 68 .69 L Middle Frontal Gyrus

−46 31 −11 56 .70 L Inferior Frontal Gyrus
−1 39 41 54 .67 R Medial Frontal Gyrus
−6 24 49 50 .73 L Medial Frontal Gyrus

Fearful vs. Happy – – – – – –
Right Amygdala Seed

– – – – – –

Note: BL, Baseline; R, right; L, left.
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Garrett et al., 2015; Kalmar et al., 2009; Stoddard et al., 2017) and
developmental effects could have affected ICC estimates, it will be
important to assess this question more thoroughly. Second, this study
investigated reliability in a healthy sample. While this helps establish a
benchmark for reliability estimates, reliability may be different in
clinical samples. As fMRI is used to help identify biomarkers of psy-
chiatric illness, its reliability in clinical populations should be examined
in future work.

4.2. Conclusion

We observed robust, reliable activation to facial stimuli relative to
baseline. However, for contrasts utilizing neutral faces as a comparison
condition, only measures of connectivity evoked by angry faces ex-
hibited acceptable reliability. These results emphasize the need for
continued evaluation of task reliability when trying to generate re-
plicable results linking emotion-related brain function to various in-
dividual difference measures.
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